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1.What should be considered when configuring the lead conversion process? (2 answers) 
A. Standard lead fields are automatically converted into account, contact and opportunity fields 
B. Custom Lead fields can be mapped to custom object fields 
C. Roll-up Summary Lead Fields can be mapped to custom contact fields 
D. Custom Lead fields can be mapped to account, contact and opportunity fields 
Answer: A,D 
 
2.Sam is the Salesforce Admin for Valley Bank. The bank's financial advisors are complaining they can't 
see an accurate summary of their client's financial data as clients often change households. Sam wants 
to give his financial advisors a better view of the client's complete financial situation. 
How can he set this up using FSC? 
A. Create a custom object to track the client's financial data 
B. Use Process Builder to create a workflow to summarize data at the Person Account level 
C. Set client's financial data to be rolled up using Primary Group feature 
Answer: C 
 
3.What option is available when scheduling a dashboard refresh? (2 answers) 
A. Define refresh times for specific dashboard components 
B. View and remove a scheduled dashboard refresh 
C. Schedule the dashboard to refresh in different time zones 
D. Send a refresh notification to users with access to the dashboard. 
Answer: B,D 
 
4.An opportunity record created with a close date of July 30, meets the criteria of time - dependent 
workflow rule. The time dependent action is scheduled for July 23. 
What happens if the opportunity is edited before July 23 and no longer meets the criteria? 
A. The time dependent action is automatically removed from the queue 
B. The time dependent action is put on hold 
C. The time dependent action will execute on July 30. 
D. The time dependent action will execute on July 23 
Answer: A 
 
5.Which statement about the products and price books is true? (2 answers) 
A. A product can have a different list price in different price books 
B. A standard and list price for product can be listed in multiple currencies 
C. Products without a price are automatically added to the standard price book 
D. Price Books that contain assets cannot contain products. 
Answer: A,B 
 
 


